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GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Founded in 1990, TAR IDEAL CONCEPTS established itself as 
a leading solutions provider, representing international HLS & 
Defense companies to the Israeli MOD, Law Enforcement Units 
and Prison Facilities.

In 1995, TAR expanded activities to the international market, 
adopting the civilian ONE STOP SHOP concept. As an integrator 
of products and technologies, Tar's experts take care of planning 
and execution, including post-delivery, ongoing training and 
management support to ensure projects' success.

NATIONAL-SCALE SOLUTIONS
In 2013, the Avnon Group was established, leveraging on the 
different technologies within the group, TAR provides more 
technology-based projects and solutions to a broader client 
base. Understanding that governments are looking for holistic 
solutions, TAR has made a transition from an integrator of 3rd 
party products to delivering national-scale integrated technology 
solutions to meet their threats and operational requirements.

As a client orientated company, we address the specific threats, 
time frames and budgetary constraints of our clients'. Our flexibility 
enables us to build customised solutions for each project.

WORKING TO SECURE YOUR FUTURE
TAR's ONE STOP SHOP concept encompasses all the many 
elements of a project; from operational knowledge and 
technologies, to advanced equipment and training. This enables 
Special Forces, First Responders and decision makers to establish 
operational protocols, training techniques, and combat capabilities, 
using the latest technologies to address threats ranging from 
terrorism, international crime, natural and man-made disaster 
and intrusions to our critical information infrastructures.

COMPANY PROFILE
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TRANSPORTATION

INFLATABLE BOAT

Lightweight boat, with sides and bow constructed 
with flexible tubes containing pressurized gas and 
an outboard engine. Inflatable boats may have a 
rubber floor (plain or inflatable) with steel.

TA03112
UTV

TA02002

TRANSPORT HELICOPTER FOR 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS

TROOP CARRIER

Carries up to 7 passengers. Constructed with 
advanced double hulled steel armor, providing 
maximum protection against a wide variety of 
ballistic threats.

TA01057

LIGHT WEIGHT JEEP

This next generation vehicle is adaptable for 
various military missions that require high power, 
speed, excellent off road capabilities and a high 
level of  reliability.

TA02117

RIGID-INFLATABLE BOAT (RIB)

Lightweight, high performance, high capacity 
boat. The inflatable collar allows the vessel to 
maintain buoyancy during bad weather conditions. 
The RIB is used as a work boat to support larger 
ships, shore facilities, or lifeboat and military crafts 
as a patrol boat or to transport troops between 
vessels or ashore.

TA02003

TA02004

MOTORCYCLE
TA02001

WHEELED APC

Light, modern, tactical SWAT vehicles, offering 
powerful off-road and carrying capabilities.

TA02116

Provides protection from both 45° and 90° shots 
with shielded fuel tank, battery and engine. 
Optional communication system, emergency 
lights, and siren.

ARMORED UNDERCOVER 
VEHICLE

TA02000
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COMMAND & CONTROL LOCATORS & JAMMERS

Enables the joint force commander to set up a 
temporary, self-contained, self powered, computer 
network enabled headquarters.

COMMAND & CONTROL
ARMORED VEHICLE

COMMAND & CONTROL TENT PORTABLE JAMMER

TA02011

TA02118 TA02096
JAMMER FOR VEHICLE

Multi-channel jamming transmitter with unique 
software. The modular jamming configuration  
delivers powerful jamming signals via an array of 
matching antennas. 
Installed in the vehicle the system creates a secure 
electronic shield around the anti-IED vehicle, 
providing protection against IED and ensuring the 
entire team.

TA02013
Battle-proven, the portable jammer is  used 
worldwide by: Military Forces, Bomb Squads, 
S.W.A.T. Teams, Anti-Terror Units, Response 
Teams and VIP Protection Units. Built to support 
all mission profiles, and extended field missions. 

The cellular device locater system is designed to 
locate hidden cellular devices in a tactical range. 
Suitable for hand-held operations both inside 
and outside buildings and vehicles, this device is 
used for intercepting mobile phone traffic and 
movement of mobile phone users.

CELLULAR DEVICE LOCATOR
TA03195

TACTICAL JAMMING
TA01010
Portable cell-phone jammer blocks all required 
cellular network standards simultaneously: GSM, 
CDMA, TDMA, UMTS (3G), Nextel, 2.4 GHz and 
more. Using its remote control, blocking range 
of these mobile phone jammers can be easily 
adjusted, according to operational needs.

Mission ready management vehicle, modified  to meet the 
constraints of mobile dissemination of orders and alerts.                                                                         
Optional Systems: 
 12 Passengers 
 Electronic nightvision system
 Escape hatch
 360° Gunport Coverage
 Advanced door lock mechanism
 Heavy-duty electronic winch
 Multi-layer Ballistic glass, no spall
 Removable wire mesh glass protection
 External View Cameras providing 360° F.O.V.
 Siren/PA system
 Emergency lights package
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OBSERVATION

FAST DEPLOYMENT 
OBSERVATION WIRELESS SYSTEM

SURVEILLANCE AEROSTAT
TA02005

OBSERVATION VEHICLE 

The observation system is positioned on the roof 
of the vehicle for specific missions. Long distance 
PTZ.

TA02006

TA02007
Ideal for observational operations in remote 
enemy territories and rural areas where a car or 
balloon cannot be deployed.

Balloon observation system with Day/Night vision 
cameras, self stabilization and real-time video 
transmission.                                                                                       
 Target Acquisition
 Border & Coastal Surveillance
 Intelligence
 Search & Rescue
 Riot Control 

MID RANGE UAV

The UAV is an electrically propelled platform that 
provides real-time visual intelligence with a 50km 
communication range. Payload with continuous 
optical zoom high resolution day camera, IR cooled 
3-5mm night sensor with continuous optical zoom 
and  Laser pointer. The UAV’s typical missions 
are target acquisition, border surveillance, force 
protection, frigate defense and the protection of 
critical Infrastructures.

TA03202
ADVANCED LIGHT WEIGHT 
UAV SYSTEM G2

TA08010
A fully autonomous, light weight UAV. Provides 
real-time day and night video stream via the 
Ground Control Station. Easily and rapidly 
deployed. Ideal for fast deployment & turnaround 
time. High payload stability.

TA08040

ADVANCED HIGH 
PERFORMANCE UAV SYSTEM

Equipped with a gimbaled, stabilized high 
performance EO & IR payload that is 
interchangeable with other sensors up to 
3 Kg. 
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VISUAL INTELLIGENCE

UNDER DOOR CAMERA 

The 4-camera system provides left, right, forward 
and upward camera views that can be wirelessly 
toggled.

LONG POLE CAMERA 

Used for surveillance and observation of subjects 
at specific heights and distances. The pole 
features optional camera head surrounded by IR 
LEDS, Internal DVR for video recording.

VIDEOSCOPE 

A precision fiber optic inspection tool utilizing 
a two way, articulating probe for inspection of 
enclosed objects. The non-conductive tip makes it 
ideal for inspection of volatile liquids.

SEE THROUGH WALL HUMAN 
SENSOR

Designed for easy indication of hidden person or 
persons. The unit is very easy to use and deploy, 
with two different probes for room, roof space or 
vehicle examination.

CO2 HIDDEN PERSON DETECTO
TA02015 TA02016 TA02019

Operated by transmitting an invisible infra red 
beam to the window of the targeted room. 
Provides undectable laser surveillance  from 
outside a building from a distance of  500m.

LASER-AUDIO SURVEILLANCE

TA01029 TA02017
TA02020
Detects humans behind walls and solid obstacles.
Features:
 One handed operation 
 10 hrs battery time 
 Detection range of a human in a 70 degrees
 sector: 5-10m
 behind an interior wall, 25m   

   without any obstacles.

UNMANNED GROUND VEHICLE
TA10028
The UGVs is equipped with multiple chemical 
and radiological sensors. The UGVs major task 
is to keep operators safe during measuring of 
explosion risk and dose rate sampling.

Small remote controlled robotic device carries 
out observation during operations and object 
reconnaissance.

SURVEILLANCE MICRO ROBOT
TA05057
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0.308

SCOPE X4-16

SCOPE X5-25

The X5-25 provides a full 5x and a wide field of 
view. Developed in close cooperation with Special 
Forces and Police experts. The scope features 
high elevation and windage ranges for bullet drop 
compensation.

SNIPING AMMO SUBSONIC AMMO
TA02025 TA02093

SNIPER SIGHTS

CLIP ON 

The night vision unit is mounted in front of an 
existing scope, and converts the day scope to 
night vision capability. Suitable for use with most 
commercial & military  day  sights.

The site provides excellent night-time observation, 
target acquisition and aiming capabilities. Rugged, 
lightweight. Can be mounted on any weapon with 
M1913 rail, withstands recoil from fully automatic 
weapons.

NIGHT VISION RIFLE SCOPE 
X4 OR X6

7.62 SEMI AUTOMATIC RIFLE

The 7.62mm delivers a new level of long range 
precision rapid fire that enables execution 
where  operational missions are not possible, 
using manually operated weapon systems. High 
capacity, quick change magazines enable ammo 
selection optimization in both the suppressed and 
unsuppressed firing model.

LONG-RANGE SNIPER RIFLE

Disables long range targets precisely. Military 
armor piercing, incendiary & explosive ammunition 
for the 50BMG provides an inexpensive method of 
neutralizing armored targets.

338 SNIPER RIFLE

Tactical precision rifle engineered around 
the highly versatile .338 Lapua Magnum 
cartridge.

SNIPER RIFLES

0.338 0.5

Concealable subsonic/supersonic 
suppressed sniper.

TA02021 TA02022

TA02023

TA04163

TA02026
TA02027

TA02028

TA02029308 SNIPER RIFLE

THERMAL SIGHT
TA2222
High-end thermal sight is an innovative high-
precision all-terrain weapon sighting system. It 
combines sophisticated technologies to create a 
clear and distinct thermal image.

Long range ammunition.
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SNIPER EQUIPMENT

Medium range military specification handheld 
thermal imager, for military and civilian applications 
including Special Forces, Search & Rescue, Police, 
Border Security, Target Acquisition, Counter Drug 
Operations, Park Rangers (monitoring illegal game 
hunters), VIP Protection.

HAND-HELD LONG RANGE 
THERMAL IMAGER

CAMOUFLAGE SUIT NIGHT TIME GILLIE SUIT

TA02032

TA04029 TA02119

OPTIC DETECTOR (LONG RANGE)

Detects passive, optical and electro-optical 
devices such as binoculars, night vision devices, 
weapon sights, optical markers, and levelling rods 
equipped with optical reflectors. 

TA02035

Worn at night the camouflage suit makes the 
wearer invisible to the naked eye. Fire redundant. 
Optional thermal protection.

SPOTTING TRIPOD KIT

Tactical tripod with LRF, IR, visible 
pointer, and scope.

TA02033

LRF

IR VISIBLE 
POINTER

TRIPOD

SPOTTING 
SCOPE

A real-time integrated video, audio and 
data  communications system which allows 
remote decisions to be made. 

SNIPER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
TA02034
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FORCED ENTRY

HYDRAULIC PUMP
TA02049

HYDRAULIC CUTTER
TA02051

HYDRAULIC SPREADER
TA02050

The system includes several high powered tools.  
Operated by an electric, pneumatic or a manual 
pump, allowing single operation independent of 
external power source. Used by Security & Rescue 
Forces.

 Weight - Kg 2.45
 Size - 170 X 50 X 230mm
 Cut - 12mm
 Power - 17,000Kg 

HYDRAULIC BREACHING SYSTEM
TA02120

LOCKSMITH KIT

MEGA RAM

The ram is constructed from high impact plastic 
extrusion. High density, reinforced rubber handles 
offer comfort and flexibility during use.

RAM

Body and handle are a single piece. Heavy duty, 
high strength alloy construction for rigidity and 
durability. The ram end is fabricated from solid 
ultra high molecular weight plastic, reducing the 
threat of sparks and re-coil. Handle has a high 
density foam grip.

Heavy duty Cordura pack, egronomically designed 
for comfort, durability and mobility. Featuring 
padded straps, with padded adjustable shoulders 
and padded back. 

Compact kit of tactical entry tools. This kit allows 
the user to plan and personalize the layout of tools 
within the kit according to personal preference.

EXCEPTIONAL ENTRY KIT
TA02048 TA02052

Constructed from high strength alloy and pry ends 
are joined together by a solid composite shaft and 
high grip coating.

PRY BAR
TA02122

TA02056

Designed to carry three tools (pry bar, sledge 
hammer and bolt cutter). Heavy duty pack 
egronomically designed for comfort, durability 
and hands free mobility.

COMPACT TACTICAL ENTRY KIT
TA02055

TA02054

BREACHING SAW
TA02121
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BREACHING

The device is a robust, compact, low cost, 
waterproof addition to the range of frequency 
initiation equipment. Capable of the initiation of 
any number of receivers. Designed to cut through 
round steel targets. Burn time: 1-2 seconds.

BREACHING FLARE 
TA02123

MINI EXPLODER 

A one handed operation exploder, operating from 
commercial “Off the shelf” batteries. Utilizes 
proven  technology for a variety of EOD and IED 
applications.

TA01042

Nonelectric,, multi-purpose initiation unit. Virtually
insensitive to both electrical and electromagnetic
influences.  Fast deployment mechanism.
Designed for hands free operation, may be 
operated by elbow, foot or hand.

FAST DEPLOYMENT NONEL
TA01056

LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE 

A continuous explosive core enclosed in a seamless 
metal sheath. The continuous linear and explosive 
produce a linear cutting action. The application is 
enhanced by careful control of charge dimensions 
and configuration, as well as liner and backer 
thickness and uniformity. 

TA01049

A waterproof tamped wall breaching charge. May 
be loaded with detonating cord, plastic explosive 
(e.g. C4 or PE4) or a sheet explosive depending on 
availability and the target.

TA02057

For use with 12 guage 
shotgun, pump action 
or semi automatic.

12G DOOR BREACHING AMMO
TA01048

A compact, low cost, 
waterproof and robust 
addition to the range of 
radio frequency initiation 
equipment.

REMOTE CONTROL
BREACHING SYSTEM

TA01043

Easily transportable over 
long distances. 
Cuts through a rail track 
in 20 seconds.

THERMAL CUTTING SYSTEM 
TA02053 BREACHING FRAME

DOOR BREACHING EXPLOSIVE
TA02124
Provides  a rapid method of entry through walls 
and other barriers. The system comprises of 
a plastic shell, the frame  acts as a support for 
the explosive and as a container for water which 
surrounds the explosive.

BEFORE

AFTER
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RAPPELLING

YOUR  ONE STOP SHOP  

OMER1 KIT

THE OMER1 KIT INCLUDES:

OMER
Rappelling & Rescue Apparatus

1

TA06000  1. OMER 1

TA06001  2. OMER bag

TA06002  3. Omer helmet & adaptors 

TA06003  4. Head Mountable Flashlight 

TA06004  5. Breaching Axe

TA03166  6. TL5 PRO-Personal IR Marker

TA06005  7. Left/ Right Ascender

TA06006  8. Abseiling Gloves

TA06007  9. Rope Protective Tube 

TA06008  10. Operational/ Combat Knife

TA06009  11. Omer1 Tactical Rappelling Vest

TA06010  12. Rope Leg Bag

TA06011  13. Gun Leg Holster 

TA04084  14. Tactical Goggles

TA06012  15. Knee Pads

TA06013  16. 8" Ring 

TA06014  17. 2 Heavy Duty Steel Karabiners

TA06015  18. Omer1 Full Body Sliding Harness

TA06016   19. 4 Heavy Duty Aluminum Karabiners 
(twist- lock) 

TA06017  20. Rappelling Rope 25 meter

TA06017  21. Secure Rope 25 meter

TA06017  22. Accessories Rope 15 meter

TA06018  23. Anchor L

TA06018  24. Anchor Wall/ Base 

TA06019  25. Pulley

TA06020  26. Double Pulley

TA06021  27. Anchor Tactical Bag+ Rope 

TA06022  28. Anchoring Strap 1 Meter 

TA06022  29. Anchoring Strap 2 Meter 

TA06022  30. Anchoring Strap 3 Meter

TA06023  31. Cooling Mask 

TA06024  32. Ballistic Vest Level 3A

The OMER1 is a professional descender with a quick release 
mechanism developed for use by SWAT teams, Counter Terror 
and Special Forces worldwide. Used for: Rappelling, Rescue 
and Military applications.

OMER1's distinctive  features  make it a unique apparatus 
in this field:
 Rappelling with one hand
 Suitable for rappelling with either left or right hand
 Enables control of the sliding speed
 Suitable for both controlled or hop-rappelling
 Provides maximum safety – stops  automatically if handle is 
released or excessive pressure is applied.
 No need for double-length rope. The ropes length is similar 
to the rappelling height.
 No special knowledge or auxiliary equipment is required 
(Gloves etc).
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Designed for easy handling, sure grip and minimum 
stretch (working elasticity) utilizing a unique blend 
of synthetic fibers. Different lengths available.

FAST ROPE ACCESSORIESFAST ROPE

Dynalite/ Multifit/ Spliced Eye/ Standard Conical. Heavy duty fast-roping gloves  made from black 
hardwearing chrome leather, with adjustable 
wrist. Reinforced in areas  subject to heavy wear.

FAST ROPE TERMINATION
TA02036

FAST ROPE GLOVES
TA02037

FAST ROPE BAG
TA02038

FAST ROPE
TA06049

Designed with the utmost safety and engineering 
standards in mind. The hook feature, locks the 
rope in place when a load is applied. This function 
prevents accidental release when personnel are 
carrying out roping operations.

TA02039
FAST ROPE HOOK

When fast-ropers are safely on the ground, the 
fast-rope may be jettisoned with a two functions 
T-Handle, cable release, mounted inside the 
cabin. The hook is physically locked in place to 
circumvent the cable release activation. Ideal for 
training environments.

T-HANDLE RELEASE UNIT
TA02041

The fast-rope assembly comprises of a 0.75-inch, 
1-inch, and 2-inch diameter chromemoly steel 
tubing.

FAST ROPE ASSEMBLY
TA02040

Standard Conical

Spliced Eye

Multifit

Dynalite FAST ROPE RELEASE HOOK
TA06055

The universal hook is designed to be mounted on 
an existing hoist or rapelling arms located at a 
large helicopter side doors or rear ramps.
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CLIMBING DEVICES LADDER PLATFORMS

TACTICAL LADDER

TACTICAL LAUNCHER

TACTICAL PNEUMATIC POLE

TA02127

TA02126

TA02128
Lightweight, pneumatically 
extending telescopic pole, affords 
a grappling hook and ascending 
ladder for use in urban entry 
and maritime ship boarding 
operations. 
Easily extended, each telescopic 
pole is variable in height. When 
extended the pole is buoyant, 
enabling retrieval by recovery 
teams in dive operations. Low 
magnetic signature , the system 
may be adapted to deploy 
antenna or wireless cameras. 
Custom lengths available upon 
request.

ROOF MOUNTED VEHICLE ASSAULT SYSTEM
TA02129
A roof mounted assault system suitable for 
vehicles such as Land Rover Defender, Discovery 
& Toyota Land Cruiser whether soft skinned or 
armored. Systems may be configured to include 
combination ladders, an assault ramp, aircraft 
gantry, and a fast roping system. 

ALUMINUM/CARBON 
TACTICAL LADDERS

TA06050

Designed for 2 soldiers climbing 
up to 6.6 meters and for 1 soldier 
climbing up to height of 9.9 meters. 
The ladder is made for silent 
action with rubber balls pads and 
feet. Fully extended and deployed 
within seconds.May be combined 
with parts from other ladders, 
and carried in a backpack by one 
person. 

Designed to deploy a line, or an auto-inflating 
flotation sling & retrieval line to inaccessible points 
in land or maritime environments. 

 Easy to deploy
 Collapsible to fit in a backpack.
 Carried by one person.
 Lightweight version made of carbon.
 3.5m.
 5kg.
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ONE STOP SHOP  

Wheeled APC

Tactical Drone

OMER1 KIT

Unmanned Ground 
Vehicle
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K9

Attack Dogs are trained to:  
 Work in varied terrains such as buildings, boats, buses, planes, etc.
 Attack any human present within a search radius, or attack only the dominant persons (such as hostage  

  taker, terrorist, etc.) Within a  group of people. 
 Mark people and protect their handler from any potential threat.
 Ideal for Police and Military SOF, Border Control, Sensitive Government offices, and K9 units.

 ATTACK DOGS

A fully equipped kit to meet initial First Aid 
requirements in the field.  

K9 TACTICAL VEST

K9 COOLING VEST

LEASH

TA07003

TA07001

TA07010

K9 FIRST AID KIT

PINCH COLLAR NYLON 
PROTECTOR

MUZZLE

TA07019

TA07015

TA07005

Practical muzzle for training, travelling, patrolling 
and guarding. The muzzle is safe and non-toxic 
providing maximum protection for the dog.

 Reduces contact with water 
 Protects against excessive light reflection 
 Collar makes less noise

Leather dog leash stitched with snap 
hook. One size.

A lightweight 3 piece vest, easily adjustable for a 
secure and perfect fit. No measurements required. 
One size fits all. At girth and shoulders allowing 
the K-9 handler easy access for donning.

 Constant temperature when charged
 Cooling duration: 2 hours
 Washable, removable cooling packs

K9 ACCESSORIES
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CBRN PROTECTION

PANORAMIC MASK 
TA10013

Lightweight, highly ventilated 
suit ideal for  extended 
operations. The one-piece 
suit allows the responder to 
rapidly change and respond 
swiftly. Complete with an 
integrated glove system and 
booties, eliminating the need 
for chemical tape.

Protection from liquid, vapor 
and particulate forms of CRBN 
agents. The suit has a unique 
evaporative cooling capability, 
that avoids trapping heat 
inside the suit. Designed for 
superior mobility and confined 
space operations.

PROTECTIVE SUIT - HOT ZONE

The open breathing system combines a protective 
mask with an advanced breathing apparatus to 
provide positive pressure for special operations. 
Developed to conquer unknown elements in 
threating scenarios, this is the most advanced 
CBRN respiratory system on the market.

A compact CBRN Escape Hood is the smallest 
air purifying respirator on the market. Provides 
support to Emergency Responders seeking 
immediate or emergency respiratory protection.

PROTECTIVE BOOTS

Custom lock over any shoe. Overshoes are made 
of a unique, strong and flexible material that 
protects against chemical and biological weapons 
for at least 6 hours.

The advanced modular breathing apparatus 
provides positive pressure capabilities for special 
operations. Enables a rapid response for changing 
the operational conditions in one complete 
modular system.

INTEGRATED BREATHING SYSTEM

BREATHING SYSTEMS

Full back frame for the open breathing system, 
allows carrying carbon cylinders along with 
equipment required for the mission.

COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

A headset with hearing protection, peripheral 
awareness and ambient talk through. Designed 
for harsh environments. May be worn with most 
ballistic helmets. Fits both left and right handed 
shooters.

The mask offers high protection 
and outstanding field of view with 
superior comfort.

TA02059

TA02060

TA02062

TA02061

OPEN BREATHING SYSTEM
TA02063

TACTICAL CARRYING SYSTEM 
TA02064

ESCAPE HOOD
TA02065

TA02066PROTECTIVE SUIT - WARM ZONE
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TA03057
TACTICAL LAUNCHER 37/38mm

Designed and built for Law Enforcement. 
2 grips for maximum  control and better handling 
of the weapon. Chambered for 37/38mm shells.

WEAPONS

MP5

9mm submachine gun.

MINI UZI
TA02044

TA02045

9mm PISTOL

The 9X19 pistol is used by Law Enforcement 
Units worldwide. Lightweight and reliable.

TA03126

CQB RIFLE  
TA03133
A lightweight weapon, approx. 2.7kg, with a 
telescopic stock to enhance compatibility and 
comfort.  Extended length of 63.5cm.
Ideal for short-range anti-terror battle and urban 
settings.

This 2.36kg weapon is lightweight and compact, 
designed for SWAT operations.

M4 

5.56mm M4 carbine is a derivative of the M16 
assault rifle. Similar to the M16, the M4 has 
benefited from numerous improvements based 
on extensive operational feedback. May be 
configured to allow semi-automatic and full 
automatic fire. Features a standard picatinny rail 
on the upper receiver for mounting optics and 
other ancillary devices. 

TA02042

SHOT GUN 12G  

7.62 ASSAULT RIFLE

Tactical shotgun ideal for operational or defense 
requirements. Flexible use, easy handling, high 
precision and high fire volume.

TA03055

TA02101

CORNER SHOT  

The Corner Shot redefines the conventional 
nature of relevant operations by providing 
Security Forces with an effective tool to 
accurately pinpoint and engage a target, with 
minimal risk to personal safety.

TA03124
A lightweight magazine fed firearm. Blow back 
operated, shoulder or hip held weapon that may 
be fired in automatic or semi-automatic mode. 
The magazine housing is located in  the pistol grip, 
fast and easy to use, especially in the dark.

Type of action:
 Double action trigger
 Safety: Trigger lock
 Caliber: 37/38mm OR 40mm
 Capacity: 6 shots OR 8 shots

TA03058
MULTI LAUNCHER

Lightweight & versatile. The family product range 
of 37/38/40mm is available.

37/38/40mm LAUNCHER
TA03056
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AMMUNITION

9mm

7.62mm

TA04015

TA04012

TA002024

WEAPON ACCESSORIES

FLASH & BANG
TA03188
Designed to create a distracting and disorienting 
effect in combat field situations or during tactical 
entry.

37/38mm CS LONG RANGE 
PROJECTILE

TA03177

Types: Ball, Tracer, Blank, Dummy, Non-Bullet, 
M193 /SS109

5.56mm
TA04011

TLG

Designed to be used  with (or 
without) night vision devices to 
engage enemy targets at night. 
The TLG is dual beam, weapon 
mounted. IR and red aiming laser 
activated by two integral On/Off 
switches or by a remote pressure 
switch. MILSPEC standards.

TA03167

TL6 PRO

TL6 PRO is  a mountable, 
shatterproof, and waterproof 
tactical LED flashlight that will 
light your way.

TA01078

TAROS

The 4 prism scope is a compact 
“close quarters” optic. 
Waterproof and fog-proof. The 
scope features fully multi-coated
lenses for bright see-through 
capability.

TA02086

RED-DOT SIGHT
TA03168
The Red-Dot Sight is a MILSPEC 
water resistant, shockproof sight. 
Mounts on Picantinny rail.

7.62X54, 7.62X51, 7.62X39

WHITE SMOKE
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WEAPON ACCESSORIES

RAIL SYSTEM

BIPODS

RIFLE STOCKS

WEAPON GRIP

HANDGRIP AND FLASHLIGHT
MOUNT

SLINGS

POLYMER MAGAZINE

TA02132

TA02097

TA02135

TA02133

TA04129

TA02134

TA04132

TA02095

To full functional bipod with the push of a button.

 4 sided Picatinny rail system 
 No gun smithing required 
 Allows user to customize the gun with   
  equipment for a specific mission.

M-16 Grip AK-47 Grip

MAGAZINE WELL GRIP 
FOR AR15/M16/M4

TA04128
Transforms the existing magwell into a fast action 
magwell with egronomic grip.

TA02043
PISTOL TO ASSAULT RIFLE CONVERSION SYSTEM

Converts the pistol to an assault rifle within 
seconds. Provides a better grip, stability and 
platform for many accessories. 

TACTICAL LIGHT WITH LASER
TA02099

SILENCER
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BALLISTIC PROTECTION

ENHANCED BALLISTIC 
COMBAT HELMET 

Lightweight and multi impact with ventilated 
line. Impact pads and comfort foam. Unaffected 
by temperature, altitude or moisture.

PE LIGHTWEIGHT BP PLATES

Provides lightweight protection for military against 
high power armor piercing ballistic threats, 
improvised explosive devices (ED’s), shrapnel and 
artillary fragments.

CERAMIC BP PLATES

The armor plates are an integration of hard 
ceramic hexagons, with  an optimized composite 
construction to produce rugged multi-hit armor.
Optional in Level III & Level IV.

BALLISTIC HELMET

Designed for maximum comfort and protection,
incorporating the latest technology in ballistic 
composite construction. We offer a range of hel-
met options to suit your mission needs, with vary-
ing weights and protection levels. 

TA04200
TA02136

TA04102

TA04103

TA02138

Full coverage tactical 
armor vest, 360 load 
bearing Molle platform.

FULL BODY ARMOR IIIA VEST

Complete Molle webbing covers the front, back 
up to the shoulder panels for more versatile 
placement of attachments. Adjustable side and 
shoulder straps for maximum comfort.

TACTICAL MOLLE SYSTEM 
VEST LEVEL IIIA

Combines revolutionary design, fully integrated 
hands-free hydration, rugged pouches and 
ergonomic comfort. Available in all colours.

MOLLE TACTICAL VEST

TA02100

TA02080TA02081

BALLISTIC PLATE CARRIER
TA02139

FLOATING TACTICAL VEST
Enhanced, lightweight Combat Ballistic Helmet.  

ADDITIONAL PROTECTION 
FOR TACTICAL HELMET

TA04111
Flat-pack lightweight rapid deployment ballistic 
Check Point Protector that can be made ready in 
under 5 minutes and easily packed away within 
the back of a vehicle for re-deployment and 
protection against AK47 - 7.62mm rounds.

MODULAR ARMOUR 
PROTECTION SYSTEM

TA03191
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PERSONAL EQUIPMENT

TACTICAL BOOTS  

Designed for speed and mobility, allows airflow 
channels. Extra cushioning. Microfiber and 
textile construction combines durability with high 
performance for an extra lightweight design.

COMBAT GLOVES  

Hard knuckle reinforced protection with Kevlar 
built into the glove, providing a better fit and 
comfort.

Highly breathable FR and non FR combat shirt 
designed for Special Operations and Special 
Response Teams.

TACTICAL BREATHING SHIRT

COVERALL 

An overall made from Nomex/Kevlar is designed 
for easy movement. Elastic back panel give full 
range of movement.

TACTICAL PANTS 

Triple layer fabric features a fleece lined interior  
and waterproof, windproof breathable membrane.

TACTICAL HOLSTER 

NOMEX MASK

MULTI TOOL

Low profile tactical holster with a trigger guard.

TA02075TA02074

TA02076 TA02077

TA02079 TA02082

TA04061

TA03088

BELT

Maximum compatibility to field condition.

TA02102

ELBOW PADS

Textured contact area increases durability and 
improves grip.

TA04094

Extremely flexible fits comfortably under or over 
clothing, ideal for long-term wear.

NEOPRENE KNEE PADS
TA04097
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DAY OPTICS

LONG RANGE BINOCULARS

Resilient, waterproof, shock resistant 
and rubber armored.
Although light enough to be held a 
tripod mount is included.

LASER RANGE FINDER

Provides instant distance and speed (SPD 
modification) measurements concisely and 
accurately. 

SPOTTING SCOPECOMPASS BINOCULARS

10X40 BINOCULARS

10x Power. Bright image perfect for sniper/
spotters, border surveillance, patrol car optics, 
and tactical ops whether day or night.

STABILIZED BINOCULARS

The stabilized binoculars and optional eye link 
field agents can easily view, record and or transmit 
people and events from any mobile platform. Can 
be converted to night vision unit.

NIGHT OPTICS

NIGHT VISION GOGGLES
TA03116 TA04033

TA03118 TA03117

TA04032 TA04028

TA03121

NIGHT VISION MONOCULAR
TA03119

The most widely recognized and dependable 
U.S. military night vision goggle system available. 
Combat proven with rugged, ergonomic design. 
Available with thermal technology.

Impressive light transmission for surveillance, 
navigation & other low-light applications.

Small portable telescope with added optics 
to present an erect image, optimized for the 
observation of terrestrial objects.

Hand-held, headmounted for hands free use 
or weapon mounted. Integrated IR illuminator 
enhances ability to read maps in confined areas 
with no light.

COMBINED NIGHT & THERMAL 
VISION BINOCULAR

TA04213
This binocular has a combination of thermal 
and high-sensitive night vision channels and is a 
highly effective tool both combined day and night 
observation in any climate or terrain. 

TL5 PRO IR & VISIBLE BEACON
TA03166
The personal IR & Visible marker was developed 
to detect and identify friendly forces in enemy 
territory. Signaling the soldier by infra-red or by 
using visual illumination may prevent friendly fire 
situations. 

THERMAL GOGGLES
TA02094
The Thermal Goggles made for all military 
needs and provide enhanced depth perception 
performances.

THERMAL MONOCULAR
TA2220
High-end thermal monocular for all military needs. 
The high-precision all-terrain system combines 
the most sophisticated technologies to form a 
clear and distinct thermal image.
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COMMUNICATION

Turn your smartphone into a satellite phone 
using the Iridium Anywhere device which enables 
your smartphone to work anywhere on the 
planet. Supports daily functions including social 
networking, email use, SMS, GPS tracking, 
smartphone applications and more.  

IRIDIUM ANYWHERE
TA04210BGAN service provides simultaneous voice and 

broadband data communications globally from 
lightweight satellite terminals. Connect the BGAN 
terminal to a portable device to access the internet 
for web browsing, email, or Streaming IP rates to 
meet all your data, voice and video needs.

BGAN LAND/VEHICLE 
SATELLITES

TA04209

The iridium handset satellite 
phone is compact, light and 
easy to use, but with industrial-
grade ruggedness.
You can enjoy your handset 
ANYWHERE on the globe.

IRIDIUM HANDSET 
TA03179

PUSH-TO-TALK IRIDIUM 
SATELLITE PHONE

TA04207

RADIO SYSTEM
TA04107
Professional 2-way radio.

PORTABLE COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEM

TA04187

TACTICAL HEADSET
TA04203

Flexible behind the head headset 
with left boom microphone. 

HEAVY DUTY HEADSET
TA04189

Swivel earpiece is attached to 
the helmet clip. Noise cancelling, 
attached to the chin strap.

ARMY HEADSET
TA04188

MESH BANDED HEADSET THIN WIRE HEADSET
TA04204 TA04205

Combines hearing protection 
technology to protect ears and 
reduces unnecessary ambient 
sounds. 

Comfortable and flexible 
under-the-helmet mesh 
headset. 

THROAT MICROPHONE
TA02143

 Designed for global use, even when
access to fixed or mobile telecoms in-

 frastructure is limited or non-existent.
 The PTT uses the Iridium satellite
 network for worldwide connectivity.
 Provides secure one-to-many voice
and data connectivity. Ruggedly engi-

 neered to support high intensity users
.in the harshest conditions



Request for 
informationAll devicesCatalogues

A tactical Vehicle with a mobile jamming system for 
detection and neutralization of unauthorized drones 
from entering secured fields and campuses.
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EOD & IED

World Leader in Supplying EOD & IED 
Equipment And Training

C.B.R.N

World Leader in Supplying C.B.R.N 
Equipment And Training

ACADEMY

World Leader in Supplying 
Military And Police Training

HOMELAND SECURITY

World leader in supplying Homeland 
Security Solutions, Equipment & Training

S.W.A.T

World Leader in Supplying S.W.A.T 
Equipment And Training

VEHICLES

World Leader in Supplying
Tailor Made Vehicles

K9

World Leader in Supplying Dogs, 
Equipment and Training

RAPPELLING

World Leader in Tactical Rappelling 
Equipment And Training

GROUND FORCES

World Leader in Supplying Ground forces 
Equipment and Training

INTELLIGENCE

World Leader in Supplying INTELLIGENCE
Equipment and Training

World Leader in Supplying Law Enforcement 
Equipment And Training

LAW ENFORCEMENT

S

Tel: +972-3-6914564
Fax: +972-3-6914567
Email: tar@tarideal.com
w w w.tar idea l .com

ONE STOP SHOP

SCAN HERE TO 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

TA02000-TA002999


